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Topology of six degrees of freedom magnetic bearing
V. M. G. van Acht,a) A. A. H. Damen,b) P. P. J. van den Bosch,c) and E. M. H. Kamerbeek
Electrical Engineering Department, Eindhoven University of Technology, P. O. Box 513, Eindhoven
NB 5600 MB, The Netherlands

A novel magnetic topology has been designed for a six degrees of freedom, magnetically levitated
and driven mirror, to be used in a three dimensional~3D! measurement system based on laser
interferometry. The translations of the mirror are to be kept small, whereas the rotations are to be
controlled over a large range with a high bandwidth and high accuracy. Finite element modelling
~FEM! is used to analyze the proposed topology. For computational load reduction, a 2D FEM
model has been derived from the actual 3D topology, which incorporates most of the magnetic
subsystems. Simulations show that cross-influence between the actuators is small, that the forces
and torques are proportional to the applied currents and that the angle of the rotor is of little
influence. This allows the multiple in multiple out system to be regarded as multiple linear single in
single out systems. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~00!41308-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION
At the Eindhoven University of Technology, Measur

ment and Control Group, research is done on the deflec
system for a three dimensional measurement system, b
on laser interferometry.1 One subsystem is a mirror that ca
rotate simultaneously about two perpendicular axes. This
vice should reflect the laser beam of an interferometer i
predescribed direction. We aim at accuracies in the orde
1 mrad over ranges of 1 rad with a bandwidth of at least 3
Hz. The optical reflection point should be fixed in space w
an accuracy of 1mm. Because of these extreme requir
ments, magnetic levitation and propulsion are currently
ing investigated.

The main part of the laser deflection system is a mir
with six degrees of freedom~DOF!: three translational DOFs
(x, y, z) and three rotational (Q, F, C), respectively about
the x, y, andz axes. Translations of the mirror must be su
pressed (,1 mm!, whereas the orientation of the mirrorQ,
F must be controlled over a large range. The rotation of
mirror about its normal axisC has no optical effect, bu
should be kept within limits to avoid gyroscopic effects e
This gives two distinct problems: The first is to keep t
mirror levitated in its operating point (x50, y50, z50, C
50), with extremely high stiffness. The second is to ac
rately controlQ andF over a large range with a high band
width. When designing the magnetic topology for the la
deflection system, it is preferable with respect to the con
system that the actuators are decoupled and forces
torques proportional to the applied currents. Also, to av
thermal effects, low power dissipation is a necessity.

In this article a magnetic topology is presented wh
meets these demands to a large extent. For analysis o
proposed topology finite element modelling~FEM! is used.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
V.M.G.v.Acht@tue.nl

b!Electronic mail: A.A.H.Damen@tue.nl
c!Electronic mail: P.P.J.v.d.Bosch@tue.nl
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To reduce computational load, a two dimensional~2D!
model which shares the main features with the actual
topology is used. This model is therefore useful for exam
ing the properties of the magnetic topology.

II. 3D MAGNETIC TOPOLOGY

The full 3D magnetic topology of the six DOF lase
deflection system is depicted in Fig. 1. A top view and tw
vertical cross sections are plotted in Fig. 2. Also some fl
lines are drawn in this picture. These pictures only show
principle of operation, and do not necessarily reflect the
timized length and width of permanent magnets and ot
magnetic materials.

The rotor consists of four cylindrical permanent ma
nets, and a high permeability X-shaped center. The per
nent magnets are mounted on the center and magnetize
dially from the center of the rotor~see Fig. 2!. The mirror is
in the same plane as the permanent magnets. The stator
sists of two high permeability rings in the horizontal plan
with eight vertical high permeability bars between them~see
Fig. 1!. Around four of those bars coils are wound. Fo
horizontal coils with a high permeability core are connec
to the other four bars. Small air gaps exist between the tw

il:

FIG. 1. 3D view of the magnetic topology.
0 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Top view and cross sections of the magne
topology.
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ings and the four vertical coils~see Fig. 2!. The rotor is
located such that the four permanent magnets are oppos
the vertical coils of the stator and that the legs of t
X-shaped center are opposite to the horizontal coils.

The flux of each of the permanent magnets flows as
lows: After crossing the air gap between rotor and stator,
flux splits in two parts in the vertical coil. One part goes
towards the upper ring, the other part goes down. In the
rings the two fluxes split again. One part goes left, the ot
part goes right.~This gives a total of four flux paths.!
Through the upper and bottom rings the fluxes reach the
on the left and the right of the vertical coil. The upper a
bottom fluxes join and go through the horizontal coils a
the air gap between stator and rotor to the X-shaped r
center. There, the left and right fluxes join and return to
permanent magnet.

Torques and forces can be applied to the rotor as
lows:

~i! z translation,FQ rotations:When a current is forced
through the vertical coils, a vertical Lorentz force is gen
ated in each of these coils. If the forces of all four coils ac
the same direction, the rotor can be moved up and down
two opposite coils generate forces in opposite directions,
rotor is rotated.

~ii ! xy translations:Using the four horizontal coils, one
flux path can be made more ‘‘attractive’’ so that the dist
bution of the flux in ‘‘left’’ and ‘‘right’’ is not symmetric.
This causes the rotor to translate in the horizontal plane

~iii ! C rotation: Because the air gap between stator a
rotor has a high magnetic resistance, the permanent mag
tend to aim themselves towards the vertical coils, and
legs of the X-shaped center towards the horizontal coils, t
rotation of the rotor about the normal axis of the mirror
prevented. Note that, as this force acts like a stiff spr
without much damping, a high frequency oscillation wi
small amplitude about this axis is possible. This oscillation
damped by eddy currents or additional short circuited to
windings ~see Fig. 1!. Of course these windings can also
Downloaded 09 Oct 2009 to 131.155.151.77. Redistribution subject to AI
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used tocontrol this sixth degree of freedom to some exte
In accordance with Earnshaw’s theorem,2 the position

and orientation of the rotor in its operating point (x50, y
50, z50, C50) is unstable. An active position control sy
tem is necessary to keep the rotor in its operating point.

When the rotor is not in the exact center of the stator,
distribution of the flux is not symmetrical. This means tha
horizontal force is generated, which also has to be comp
sated by the control system. Something similar applies w
the magnetization of the four permanent magnets is not
actly the same.

The small air gaps in the stator between rings and ve
cal coils are to avoid extremely high impedance of the co
and saturation of the magnetic material. When the upper
gaps are not equal to the lower air gaps, a constant ver
force is generated. This force can be used to compensat
gravitational force.

In Sec. III, it will be shown by simulation that the topo
ogy gives linear relations between the applied currents
the exerted forces and torques.3 Also the forces and torque
are independent of the angle of the rotor. Note that atrans-
lation of the rotor does influence forces and torques. Ho
ever, because the maximum position error of the rotor

FIG. 3. 2D model of 3D topology for FEM.
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. FEM simulation results.
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specified to be much smaller than the air gap, this can
neglected.

III. FEM SIMULATION

Because FEM of the proposed 3D topology is compu
tionally extremely complex, a 2D model incorporating mo
of the magnetic subsystems of the 3D topology has b
considered. This 2D model is depicted in Fig. 3.

The rotor has three degrees of freedom~two translations
x,y, and 1 rotationF.! Areas 3 and 4 form the rotor, wher
4a and 4b are two radially magnetized permanent mag
and area 3 is a high permeability material. The stator cons
of four parts~1a, 1b, 2a, 2b!, separated by four air gaps. Fo
coils have been wound around the stator~5, 6, 7, 8!. One set
~5,6! for rotation and vertical translation using Lorentz forc
~comparable with vertical coils in 3D topology, further o
called T coils!. The other set~7,8! is for vertical translation
using flux distribution~comparable with horizontal coils in
3D topology, further on called F coils!.

Using this 2D model dozens of simulations have be
carried out in the FEM package ‘‘Opera 2d’’ by Vecto
Fields4 for different currents through the coils and differe
rotor angles. In the simulations nonlinear magnetic mater
are used including magnetic saturation to simulate reali
iron and permanent magnet properties.

In the plots forces, torques and currents are all norm
ized to their maximum nominal value.

In Fig. 4~a!, the forces and torques on the rotor are pl
ted as a function of the current through the T coils in suc
way that a torque is generated. This is done for differ
rotor angles. Apart from some numerical noise, it is sho
that the torque is linear with the applied current and indep
dent of the rotor angle.

The T coils can also be used to exert a vertical force
the rotor. This is plotted in Fig. 4~b!. The plot shows that the
vertical force by the T coils is linear with the current an
Downloaded 09 Oct 2009 to 131.155.151.77. Redistribution subject to AI
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independent of the rotor angle. The F coils can also be u
to generate a vertical force. This is plotted in Fig. 4~c!. Again
the vertical force is linear with the applied current and ind
pendent of the rotor angle.

The T coils may be used for both generating torque a
vertical force. This could lead to coupling between the tw
This is shown in Fig. 4~d!. For different torque currents th
forces are plotted as a function of extra force currents flo
ing through the same T coils. One can see that there is
coupling between the two. Also the torque generated by
T coils and the force generated by the F coils are decoup
This is shown in Fig. 4~e!. Here for different currents
through the F coils, the torque is plotted as a function of
current through the T coils.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this article a magnetic topology has been presen
for a six DOF magnetically levitated and driven mirro
which decouples all six degrees of freedom and gives p
portional relations between current and force. This allo
that a much simpler control system can be designed for m
tiple single input single output~SISO! systems instead of a
nonlinear multiple input multiple output system. A 2D mod
of the proposed topology has been designed and simulate
a FEM package. The simulation results confirm that the s
tem can be regarded as multiple linear SISO systems.

1P. P. J. van den Bosch and A. A. H Damen, ‘‘Air and magnetic beari
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